
Technology that Disrupts: From Policy Application to Claim Settlement

[5 Minutes]I. Introduction
a. Presenters:

i. XXX
ii. XXX
iii. XXX

b. Description/Learning Objectives:
i. Describe how artificial intelligence, automation, and blockchain are

leveraged by insurers around the world
ii. Explore how carriers are using the Internet of Things as a tool in risk and

severity reduction
iii. Spotlight how insurtech is working smarter with precision to leave the

camera and tape measurer behind.

II. Definition of Terms [15 Minutes]
a. AI

i. Define Meaning
ii. Common Examples

iii. Value for Carriers
iv. What level of AI are we at?

b. Automation
i. Define Meaning

ii. How does it relate to AI?
iii. Common Examples
iv. Value for Carrier

III. From Policy Application to Claim Settlement [60 Minutes]
a. Policy Application

i. Insurance industry has the highest acquisition costs of any industry
ii. Shift in consumers allows for automated process

1. Driven primarily by millennials
iii. Companies are leaving behind traditional POS locations
iv. Chatbots

1. Powered and backed by AI and large swatches of data that are
pulled in the background

2. Process takes just 1 minute compared to other internet options.

b. First Notice of Loss (FNOL)
i. Define Internet of Things (IoT)

ii. Examples that people have  in their homes (All forms of Risk
Management)

https://hover.to/
https://matterport.com/
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1. Locks
2. Thermostats
3. Lights
4. Cameras
5. Smoke Detectors

iii. Emphasis on Loss Reduction and Severity Reduction
iv. How are companies using this tech now?

c. Underwriting Assistants
i. IOT is fascinating and alluring but it is rarely practical or cost effective

1. Who owns the data? What is fair game to be shared? Who owns
the device?

ii. Property Hazard Risk Databases
1. Air/Water/Earth Fire/Man-Made

a. Companies use Geospatial Predictive Analytics to provide
risk assessments.

iii. AI Assistants
1. AI guides policyholders through inspections

a. Identifies building materials
b. Specific property risks
c. Historical data

2. AI then reviews/approves all paperwork
a. Removes human error
b. Lowers overhead

d. Claim Investigation/Scoping
i. Use of 3D Technology in exterior and interior losses, Pre-bind or Post-bind

inspections, or renewals
1. Computer vision (HOVER) and deep learning allow users to get all

exterior measurements and an accurate 3D model of the home
from scans and photos from a smartphone

2. Impacts for estimating software and replacement cost calculations
3. Increase in efficiency and safety
4. Reduction in time and overall expense
5. Reduction in re-inspections due to supplements or disputes

ii. Use of 3D technology on interior losses (Matterport)
1. Matterport technology for capturing and providing accurate,

updatable documentation throughout claim lifecycle
2. Improve quality, accuracy, and speed of claims
3. Eliminate the need for measuring and manual sketch
4. Easy collaboration with internal and external parties
5. Explore scan technologies: Infrared, Laser, and Lidar

e. SIU
i. How machine learning and text analysis are identifying false statements

1. Used by European police departments
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2. Text Analysis is done on written statements and recognizes
patterns which are typically associated with false statements

f. Subrogation
i. Define Block Chain

ii. Use in Subrogation
1. Nets all sums and differences out so one amount is processed.
2. Eliminates repetitive transfers

IV. Q & A [10 Minutes]

Total Session Time: 90 minutes


